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Sunday, August 4, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
I have done quite a bit of work in the week & have created a new file that I have
called ‘fruit creations’, which is in the same style as the ‘perfectly peachy’ designs
that I have been uploading recently, that you seem to like.
With the George Barbier file now empty I am focussing on getting the remainder of
the bird decoupages & the gold framed Santa card kits uploaded. I still have the
two big files; ‘country cottage chic’ & ‘country cottage garden’ mainly intact & want
to begin uploading those, without flooding the decoupage page with too many
collections at once, as that really would be messy.
Image 1: This will be the final week of the current zig zags paper collection, but I
have several on file to choose from to follow up with.
Image 2: I don’t type up many projects these days so new one’s have become a bit
scarce, but when I created this box a few weeks ago I was so happy with how it
turned out that I actually did type it up for you. It is a standard box base with an
acetate lid that slips inside of the box, then a belly band to hold it in place
(particularly if you a stuffing bath scrunchies inside as I actually designed them for)!
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Image 3: The first of the two bird decoupages for the coming week, I am still totally
captivated by the detail the artist included in these images & just how beautifully
they were painted.
Images 4 & 5: From the ‘perfectly peachy’ file a decoupage card kit - or topper if you
prefer - along with the full sheet of duo paper, that I created to use in the
background.
Images 6 & 7: The two gold framed Santa card kits for this week are numbered eight
& nine, leaving only one further one to upload to complete the set.
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Image 8: I forgot to include a template in last week’s line up so I have included two
for this coming week. This first one is simply the cubed box itself, which has a flap so
it can be opened & closed. I added the die cut panels onto five of the sides of this
sample using small 3D pads, & although I could have easily designed some panels
for you it would mean you would have had to cut them all out by hand, so use
whatever you have to hand to create your own.
Image 9: The second of the bird oval decoupages that I have planned to upload in
the coming week, another beautifully detailed image.
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Image 10: The bonus sheet for this morning is the other template that I mentioned
earlier, this is a real cute handmade soap or cookie box & works really well with
gusseted cellophane bags, be that enclosing the contents, or the contents & the box
itself.
I will upload another few bits directly to their relevant pages too, so watch out for
those as you browse.

Rita x

